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Barrier-Free® Accessibility - Safe and Efficient Care for your Patient, 
you and your Staff

850-pound Weight Capacity - With an 850-pound patient weight capacity, the Ritter 244 Bariatric 
Power Treatment Table is ready, willing and able to safely lift special needs patients every time.  
18-inch Low Height - With an incredible Barrier-Free® 18-inch low height, the Ritter 244  
is designed to provide a solution to the all too common question, “How are we going to safely and 
effectively get our special needs patients onto and off of the treatment table?”

By lowering the seat to 18 inches from the floor, the Ritter 
244 performs this sometimes difficult task. It becomes a 
very simple routine, requiring minimal assistance from you 
and your staff. The patient’s dignity is maintained and the 
likelihood of injury is greatly reduced, providing efficient, 
effective patient care.

34-inch High Height - The Ritter 244 raises the seat to 
a height of 34 inches, designed to bring the patient to you 
while helping to minimize the stress and strain on your back. 
By having the patient in the right position, the exam can be 
completed properly and efficiently.

The Ritter 244 features a 32-inch wide  
seat that offers unsurpassed patient comfort 
and support for your special needs patients. 
The seamless design of the upholstery  
looks great and offers an easy-to-clean 
surface. The thick foam padding with  
built-in pillow provides the comfort your 
patients deserve.

Bariatric Treatment Table
With an ergonomic and intuitive  
hand control, patient positioning  
is simple and efficient.

The optional adjustable arm system 
accessory is designed to offer a 
sense of security for patients and 
a stable, secure platform to assist 
them in getting onto and off of the 
table. With the simple touch of a 
lever, the arms can be rotated and 
locked into one of three positions  
so the arms are always in the  
right place.18" Low Height

34" High Height

32" Wide Seat

*Product shown with optional adjustable arm system accessory.



CARB 93120.2 Phase 2  
Compliant

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and 
ISO 9001 Certified Company. 

For more information  
or a demon stration, contact  
your Midmark Dealer or Midmark 
Corporation, Versailles, Ohio.
Call: 1-800-MIDMARK 
Fax: 1-800-365-8631
midmark.com

Ritter 244 
S p e c i f i c a t i o n S

Specifications

 Patient Weight Capacity:                
 850 lb (385 kg)                     

Height: 
 Minimum 18" (45.7 cm)  
 Maximum 34" (86.4 cm

Back Support Angle:         
 Minimum = 0˚         
 Maximum = 65˚

Seat Tilt Angle:         
 Minimum = -15˚         
 Maximum = 15˚

Upholstery Dimensions: 
 Seat and Back Area:      
 32" W (81.3 cm)

 Head and Foot Area: 
 30" W (76.2 cm)

 Overall Length: 
 80" (203.2 cm)

Floor Clearance from Floor  
to Bottom of Base: 
 Leveling Feet Installed:     
  2.75" (7 cm) 

   Caster Accessory Installed:     
  3.5" (8.9 cm) 

Paper Roll Holder Capacity: 
 18", 21" or 24"            
 (45.7 cm, 53.3 cm or     
 61.0 cm) 
 
Accessories                
Adjustable arm system (right 
and left side arms included)

Casters

Foot control

3' power cord 
 
Electrical                           
120 VAC, 2.5 Amps, 60 Hz          
 
Safety Standards                 
UL 60601-1 and CAN/CSA 
C22.2 No. 601.1 - M90
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The optional casters permit 
easy transportation of your  
table. The casters can support  
a 650 lb stationary patient  
load but should not be used  
to move patients.

Fully Powered,  
Multi-Position Movement
In addition to fully powered height 
adjustment and powered back and 
tilt, angle adjustments are designed 
to allow for a thorough examination 
and safe positioning. Safety switches 
in the base section stop the table 
from moving if a slight amount of 
force is applied to the base cover.

An optional foot control 
accessory is designed to provide 
a sterile field and an alternate 
method to the hand control for 
positioning patients.

Ritter 244 Bariatric Power Treatment Table

Navy-231

Dusty Blue-233
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Clay-234

Pebble Grey-216

Shadow-232

Perfect Plum-229

Black-312
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